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User Pre-Visit Checklist 
 
This checklist is designed to familiarise users with the workflow at B24 and to prepare them to 
gain the most out of their visit. If you are visiting the beamline for the first time, please complete 
these tasks. 

 
STEP 1 Sample preparation 

❑ Read the step-by-step guide for grid and fiducial preparation. 
❑ Read the step-by-step guide for plunge freezing. 
❑ OPTIONAL: For more detailed instructions, see this Nature Protocols paper 

 

STEP 2 Cryo-structured illumination microscopy (cryoSIM) 
Loading samples and acquiring data: 

❑ Read the user manual for the cryoSIM. You may find this concise guide helpful on the day.  
❑ Read the tutorial in the JoVE paper and watch its video demonstration. 
❑ Consult the Setup menu in SpekCheck to determine which of the ‘cryoSIM’ laser/filter 

combinations would be most suitable for the fluorophores in your samples. 
❑ Familiarise yourself with the concept of chromatic aberration, and be aware that this will 

cause fluorescence to focus at different Z depths in your cryoSIM sample.  
❑ Download and install Chromagnon, a program you will use align cryoSIM data by correcting 

for chromatic aberration between data collected at different wavelengths.  
o Ensure that “.dv” is the output format before running the alignment in Chromagnon. 

Inspecting data: 
❑ Install Fiji and the SIMCheck plugin:  

Go to ‘Help’ -> ‘Update…’. A window labelled ‘ImageJ Updater’ should appear. Select 
‘Manage update sites’ within the ImageJ Updater window, then scroll down to SIMCheck 
and ensure it is ticked. Close that window and select ‘Apply changes’. Restart Fiji.  

❑ Consult the SIMCheck website and publication to learn how to use the plugin. 
❑ View Figure 1 of this publication to familiarise yourself with common artefacts in cryoSIM 

data, including ghosting, hammerstroke, hatching, honeycomb, lensing, and Z-wrapping.   
❑ OPTIONAL: Download this Fiji macro to generate maximum Z projections of your data in 

batches as you may find these useful when choosing regions of interests on the X-ray 
microscope. SIMCheck must be installed to use this.  

❑ OPTIONAL: Consult this guide and this presentation on how to write macros in Fiji. 
 

STEP 3 Cryo-soft-X-ray tomography (cryoSXT) 
❑ To collect X-ray tomograms, read the step-by-step guide 
❑ To process X-ray tomograms, view this quick start guide to using IMOD. 
❑ Download the model datasets designed for cryo-electron tomography. 
❑ Follow this tutorial to process the model datasets in IMOD. 
❑ Once you receive your cryoSXT datasets, follow this tutorial to process them in IMOD. 

  

https://www.diamond.ac.uk/dam/jcr:b8293f82-fa2c-44a8-8f18-5d78483777a5/Fiducialisation%20and%20grid%20discharging.docx
https://www.diamond.ac.uk/dms/Beamlines/B24/plunge-freezing-concise_11.2020/plunge%20freezing%20concise_11.2019.docx
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41596-021-00522-4
https://www.diamond.ac.uk/dam/jcr:b8f4a9de-53ad-40f0-bb5a-c3fa5f928da5/09_3D-CryoSIM%20User%20Manual_newCockpit.docx
https://www.diamond.ac.uk/dam/jcr:7495c231-e55e-441e-b152-8a09e90f5767/Cryo-SIM_protocol_concise.docx
https://www.jove.com/t/62274/cryo-structured-illumination-microscopic-data-collection-from
https://www.jove.com/v/62274/cryo-structured-illumination-microscopic-data-collection-from-cryogenically-preserved-cells
https://www.micron.ox.ac.uk/software/spekcheck/#setup=CryoSIM%20green
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UZGS5feQ2Es
https://www.jove.com/t/60800/high-accuracy-correction-3d-chromatic-shifts-age-super-resolution
https://github.com/macronucleus/Chromagnon/releases
https://imagej.net/software/fiji/
https://www.micron.ox.ac.uk/software/SIMcheck/
https://www.nature.com/articles/srep15915
https://www.nature.com/articles/nprot.2017.019#Fig1
https://www.nature.com/articles/nprot.2017.019
https://www.diamond.ac.uk/dam/jcr:db4b1bcb-4410-45ae-b39d-50d16c4758f0/SIM_Check_Macro.ijm
https://www.diamond.ac.uk/dam/jcr:37e37fdc-1f3c-40ad-8b10-751733ecf031/Macro%20writing.docx
https://www.imperial.ac.uk/media/imperial-college/medicine/facilities/film/Macro-code.pdf
https://diamond.ac.uk/dam/jcr:391edf40-5dcd-482a-a2bd-b6e100a4d196/01_SXT%20protocol.docx
https://www.diamond.ac.uk/dam/jcr:616b750a-65c2-4dcc-8957-88e3d9e6d957/Instructions%20for%20B24%20users%20for%20downloading%20and%20using%20IMOD.docx
https://bio3d.colorado.edu/imod/files/
https://bio3d.colorado.edu/imod/doc/etomoTutorial.html
https://www.diamond.ac.uk/dam/jcr:6c2e75d9-92a9-48aa-9cd8-3f650b9940e3/Workshop-IMODfinalmattedits.pptx
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STEP 4 Storage and transfer 
Transferring data: 

❑ Follow the steps here to use Globus or the file transfer protocol (FTP). It is best to do this as 
soon as possible after your visit because the data will only be available through this system 
for a limited time, after which it gets more difficult due to data archiving.  

Organising data: 
❑ Read the guide. 
❑ Consult the directory structure system. 

 

STEP 5 Correlative Light X-ray Tomography (CLXT) 
❑ Read this quick start guide to correlation. 
❑ Read the full standard protocol in this publication while you watch the video tutorial. 

N.B. Beamline staff will be available to help answer questions and troubleshoot for the first 
correlation on a beamline computer. 

❑ To carry out correlation after your visit, you should download and install Icy, a platform for 
bioimage analysis. Please refer to the installation guide on the Icy website for general 
installation, with the following specific requirements for using with our protocols: 

o Correlation is computationally intensive, so use a modern computer with at least 16 
GB RAM. 

o Download Icy v2.1.3.0 (scroll down to the “previous releases” section of the 
downloads page), as this is the latest that is compatible with eC-CLEM v2. 

o Before opening Icy for the first time, disconnect the internet before opening for the 
first time to avoid auto-updates. Once open, go to ‘Preferences -> General’ and 
untick 'Enable application update', then open the ‘Plugin’ section and untick the 
‘Enable automatic update’ option. Press ‘Apply’, then you can reconnect the 
internet. 

o In the ‘Plugin’ section of Preferences, select “Allow beta version”, then open the 
‘Online Plugin’ section. Search for ‘ec-clemv2’, select it and click ‘Install’. If this fails, 
you may need to press “Reload list” due to the internet being disconnected earlier. 

 
STEP 6 Quantitation & Segmentation (OPTIONAL) 

❑ Consult this decision tree to determine which segmentation tool is most suitable for your 
data. 

❑ To segment dark thick features like mitochondria or lipid droplets, download Contour, read 
the publication and follow the protocol. 

❑ To segment other features manually, use the built-in Segmentation Editor plugin in Fiji and 
follow the video tutorial. 

❑ To segment other features using machine-learning, download SuRVoS, read the publication, 
and follow the protocol. 

 
Congratulations on completing the checklist! We look forward to welcoming you to the beamline. 

https://www.diamond.ac.uk/Users/Experiment-at-Diamond/IT-User-Guide/Not-at-DLS/Retrieve-data.html
https://www.diamond.ac.uk/dam/jcr:8d42509e-b168-4340-8a9a-6fa44f077e31/Directory_structure.docx
https://www.diamond.ac.uk/dam/jcr:ee7d88e6-e150-471d-8936-432636280358/dirStructure.tif
https://www.diamond.ac.uk/dam/jcr:ca19347f-1ac0-4611-b51d-29e769660501/Instructions%20for%20B24%20users%20for%20downloading%20and%20using%20ecCLEM.docx
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8121986/pdf/main.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qx_cP6GJFzE&list=PL8gu35TMgH270KgsteglWUOYsojQZs2Kx&index=8
https://icy.bioimageanalysis.org/tutorial/installation-instructions-for-icy-software/
https://icy.bioimageanalysis.org/download/
https://www.diamond.ac.uk/dam/jcr:df80c31f-e51f-4b0c-87d1-a7c99a4c0e98/Guide%20to%20SXT%20tomogram%20segmentation.pptx
https://github.com/kamallouisnahas/Contour
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/biological-imaging/article/contour-a-semiautomated-segmentation-and-quantitation-tool-for-cryosoftxray-tomography/35B858F60A8B28468F4A2248BA0C7247
https://www.diamond.ac.uk/dam/jcr:20378692-6852-48ad-a2dc-57106a19ea29/Contour%20instruction%20guide.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tC-b-BFq6jk
https://diamondlightsource.github.io/SuRVoS/docs/installation/
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1047847717300308
https://diamondlightsource.github.io/SuRVoS/docs/tutorials/2016_11_SuRVoS_Workshop_Final_comp.pdf

